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Autism is a rising epidemic that affects 1 in 68 kids. When Jennifer Noonan&apos;"We certainly
had no cause to believe at that time that autism was treatable," " she writes, "but somehow I
decided, in my own classically pigheaded way, that it would be.s child was diagnosed in 2009
2009, she refused to simply accept the traditional wisdom that autism was largely everlasting,
instead launching a relentless investigation into the very current dietary, immunological, and
metabolic study available. This spirited audacity provided her not merely courage--and
eventually success--in the face of such a devastating medical diagnosis, but also a self-
conscious and darkly funny perspective on her behalf very own faults and struggles over the
next six years.With equal parts defiance, tenacity, and wry humor, No Map to This Country
details one family&apos;s groundbreaking yet profoundly relatable memoir seamlessly
combines cutting-edge research with a gripping and unapologetic account of her
family&apos;s battle for recovery.s journey through the modern autism epidemic, and the
lengths to which a mom will go to heal her family. Noonan&apos;
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Another Recovery Documented! For those who have a kid with Autism, READ THIS BOOK!
Thank God because of this book! And because of Jennifer Noonan for taking the time and
effort to create it, despite having to return back and revisit so many unpleasantries from days
gone by. It reads just like a thriller, a documentary, and a memoir all in one. Again, THANK
GOD I did! Good book! It's also wise, funny and intensely informative for anyone battling
chronic disease. She doesn't shy away from highlighting the absurdity of the mainstream
defeatist perspective that would have us all lay down and surrender to this epidemic instead
of jumping in to the trenches and FIGHTING FIGHTING FIGHTING to save our children from
this disease! Incredibly well crafted and worth your time and effort to read As the mom of a
child with autism, I've read way too many books to count on this issue. Fight and win! I cried,
We laughed, and even gasped aloud in anger and frustration! Full disclosure: I am an
employee at the institution Mrs. Very determined lady. Fabulous. Noonan through our work
with the parent volunteer organization. Our book golf club chose it because one of our group
knows the writer.This book is beautifully written and was entirely engaging. I truthfully flew
through it in a matter of hours using one day of my vacation. A Superb Read Superbly written
account of the writer's journey.. Mrs. Noonan beautifully and unabashedly describes the
complicated emotions and life I have heard echoed by friends who live with ASD every day. I
was sucked in from the very first chapter. I have EDS and my older son has many traits in
keeping with both EDS and high functioning autism. For individuals who know the analogy;
Funny, wise and extremely readable That is a wonderfully written book.Seeing that Mrs.
Noonan notes initially, the figures on ASD do imply that there have become few who are not
touched by it for some reason. The education and awareness I received simply from scanning
this one book significantly surpassed anything previous. A well written story of the family's
journey What a well crafted and engaging publication! In a recreation area, in a restaurant, in
the supermarket. Sometimes you won't even know; Jennifer Noonan's honesty and dedication
shine through on every web page and provided me renewed courage and dedication for my
own fight. Perhaps a bit more understanding will help you know how to proceed; if not, at the
very least, know what not to perform. To anyone who's on the fence, get in the game. I see the
Noonan children everyday at their college. Jennifer Noonan is a wonderful and eloquent
article writer who captured the struggles connected with autism brilliantly. Apart from books,
I've spent a great deal of time scouring PubMed for autism analysis over the years too
therefore i was surprised by how much new information I learned out of this book as well. You
will, at least, see children with ASD in public. Perhaps I felt therefore close to the tale as I
noticed it mirror my own struggle with a child who includes a mental illness, but I still
experience this is a book and story for everyone. Noonan relates her experiences and all the
things she has learned along the way in this extremely compelling read. It was very true &
Although sadly this approach to reclaiming a . Really worth the cash. Although I personally
have had limited interaction with them because of my position, I understand Mrs. I really loved
scanning this book I really loved reading this book. Jennifer's determination seeps out of the
pages. You don't need to have an autistic kid or a food intolerance to get therefore much from
this book, which is written with a wry humor that serves to make it not only an educational and
inspirational browse, but also an entertainment. educational and a delightful easy read. I
understood raising an autistic kid could have its issues, but I had no idea.. informative about
your day in day out of the autistic children. This by considerably was among the best I've
browse. To read this book and understand how far they have come deals huge kudos to their
parents. informative about the day in . We need to all consider offering thisbook as something



special to teachers and influencers inside our childrens lives and the lives of decision
manufacturers inside our communities. Educational, inspirational, Entertaining You cannot
read this book without feeling more determined to repair something in your life you had
previously abadndoned. This is how I came upon this book. Her encounters and research to
help bring her children to a wholesome life were extremely interesting. She found our club
conference and getting to talk to her about the things she discovered to greatly help her child
cope with lifestyle caught my curiosity and my center. let's just state Italy isn't all it had been
supposed to be, either... it sucked me in from the first series and I couldn't place it
down.Jennifer fearlessly and eloquently addresses the FALSE notion that Autism is not
treatable. With my neuro-typical child, I have had a few of the same struggles with health
care, acceptance, and understanding. I found the reserve invaluable. but sometimes, it'll be
painfully obvious. After only one calendar year of therapy, my son's Board Accredited
Behavior Analyst said that she had "not really seen a kid improve this quickly within the last
four years," and informed us that he was ready to be mainstreamed. I loved this publication.
Congratulations to Mrs. Noonan for perservering in the medical community to obtain care and
understanding for her child.. It has a been too long since I've go through a memoir so moving
inspirationallyand deeply jarring. This book, together with the publication "A Child's Trip Out of
Autism" provided me the hope and perspective I had a need to go ahead with my own son's
treatment program. I can't recommend this more highly In case you are a mother or father, a
teacher or use autistic children, this publication is crucial READ. This book is a remarkable read
from cover to cover. Her understanding and insight into a world unfamiliar to almost all people
is nothing short of amazing. If you aren't, now, you might be soon. If you are the mother or
father teacher or use autistic children, this reserve is crucial Go through. Cannot recommend it
extremely enough. I was astonished and riveted at each fresh twist and change as different
remedies got her closer and nearer to healing her kids.I came to this book as a person who
doesn't know a lot about the experiences of parents with autistic children. The book is riveting,
honest, educational and a delightful easy read.. Although I do not have a child with Autism, I
was able to immerse myself in the tale as though it were my own. I could not put it straight
down!. And it showed the Mom especially pushing hard on her behalf children with doctors,
academic institutions etc. Noonan's children attend. It had been very real & What can I say! I
could not deposit "No Map TO THE Country". Whether you are individually dealing with similar
issues or not, you'll get a detailed look at an extremely real social problem for all of us all.
Although sadly this process to reclaiming a child from autism isn't to be for everyone, for this
family the blessing that reclaiming their kids can be inspiring and hopeful for most. Beautifully
written Jennifer Noonan.
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